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ON THE PARTICULAR INTEGRALS OF THE PRANDTL-INJSEMANN ITERATION EQUATIONS
FOR THE FLOW OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID ‘
By CAELKAPLAN
—
SUMMARY
The particular integra18 of the 8econd-order and third-order
Prandtl-~u8emann iteration eguation8 for the $OW of a com-
preiwible jluid are obtained by mean8 of fhe method in which
the complex conjugate rariablea z and ; are utilized a8 the
independent wzm-ablesof the analysis. The assumption h made
that the Prandtl-G7auert 8olution of the linearized or j%+order
iteration equation for the tuwdimensional$ow of a compressible
J7Uid is known. !l%eform8 of the particular integra18, derired
for 8ub80nic $w, are readily adapted to wper80nic ~ows with
O@ a change in sign of one of the Parameter of the problem.
INTRODUCTION
For the past several years iteration methods have been
increasingly applied to the solution of compressibk-flovi
problems. The most usefuI method from the point of view
of aeronautical applications and the one discussed in this
report is based on srndl perturbations vzith respect to the
undisturbed flow. The Prandtl-Glauert and Ackeret solu-
tions in twodimemional subsonic and supersonic flow,
respectively, obtained by means of the linearization of the
fundamental nonlinear diHerentiaIequation for timpreesible
flow, are presumed to be known and are taken as the initial
steps in this iteration process. Eigher-order soIutions are
then obtained by retaining appropriate powers and products
of the perturbation quantities. This method of iteration
has been mmiousIylabeled the Ackeret iteration process and
the Prandtl-Busemann small perturbation method -when
Iimited to two-dimemiom-d subsonic flow. The procedure
has been extended in recent years to both two-dimensional
and axisymmetrical supersonic-flow probIems.
In a recent publication (reference 1}, Yan Dyke succeeded
in obtaining by triaI the particular integraI of the nonhomo-
geneous second-order iteration equation for the velocity
potentitd in supersonic flow. The general solution is then
easiIy obtained by adding soIutioris of the homogeneous
equation with proper regard to the boundary conditiom at
the surface of the did and at infinity.
The purpose of the present report is to show a procedure
by means of which the particular integrals of the higher-
than-iirst-order iteration equations can be derived in a
systematic manner. The explicit expressions obtained for
the partictiar integrak of the second- and third-order itera-
tion equations are believed to yield essentially the solution
of the probIem of high subsonic flow past an arbitrary two-.-
dimensiomd profile, since it is never a difiicult probkm to
suppIy the soIutions of the homogeneous equation necessary
for the fuMUment of the boundary conditions. It. is .nota-- ___
worthy that the particular integrals, derived for subsonic
flow, can be adapted to supersonic flow with simply a change ...”
in sign of one of the parameters.
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS
The fundamental nonhear differential equation goverging
the flow of a compressible fluid is
(L+-? :=+(M) ;: -+++)=” “).=
-where
X, 2? rectangular Cartesian coordinates in flow pkme. . -_
u, o fluid -reIocity components aIong X- and 1%.xis, respec-
tively
c 10CSIspeed of sound
The condition for irrotatiortalmotion is that _ ---.
au ho— .—
aY ax .
and leads to a veIocity potentkd @ defied by
Z)@
‘=2R
}
.
(2)
Z)@
“E
H the body is heId fixed in a uniform stream of velocity U,
the relation between the local speed of sound c and the speed
of the fluid ~F$ is given for adiabatic processes by
(3)
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where
cm sound speed in undisturbed fluid
T ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and constant
voIume
M= Mach number of undisturbed stream (U/cJ
‘With the introduction of a characteristic length 1 as unit
of length and the undisturbed stream velocity U as unit of
velocity, the quantiti~ X, Y, u, V,and @ for the remainder
of the analysis denote, respectively, the nondimensional
quantities X/l, Y/l, u/U, v/U, and @/Ul, while c and co retain
their original meanings. By means of equations (2), equa-
tions (1) and (3) then become, respectively,
s-”-%2)o’’+($-3’=2”2)@’’-2’”’o”o”=O”=0( . (4)
and
(5)
where the subsc.riptaX and Y denote partiaI differentiations
with respect LOthe designated variables.
In order to obtain the iteration equations based on small
perturbations of the undisturbed stream, the assumption is
made that the velocity potential @ can be expanded in the
form
@=x+@l+@2+@8+ . . . (6)
For the purpose of defining and controlling the iteration
procedure, the function %~1 and its derivatives are then
regarded as smaIl compared with the preceding approxima-
tion ~, and its derivatives.
From equations (2) and (6),
‘U=OX=l+%X+%X+%’+ . . .-
and
v=% ’=:1,9 +%-+@ay+ . . . .-
When these expressions for u, v are introduced into equation
(4), together with the expression for C*/c=*given by equ~tion
(5), and the powers and products of % and their derivatives
are grouped according to the assumptions of the smaIl per-
turbation method, the folIowing iteration equations for the
first three approximations @,, %, and % result:
(1 – i14.’)@~xx+%-,= o (7)
(1 –Mm~’’.+@*, y= M[(7+7+ l)@,#l.x+
(T– l)@,x@,YY +2% Y@1xY1 (8)
(7–l)%YYI+; @lY’[(7–lMxx+(7+ l)%Yrl+
@lx[(-f+ 1)%XX+(7— l)%YY] +!w’lx@Y%xY +
@2y@lxy+@@*y)
}
(9)
For slender bodies, the tit few steps of this iteration process
may be expected to yield an accurate result with the excep-
tion of ,s smalI region in the neighborhood of a stagnation
point. Even at stagnation points, the itemtion method has
been shown to representcorrectly the effect of compressibility
(referenc~2). The accuracy of the calculations obviously de-
pends upon the number of terms determined, each additional
term reducing the regipn of inaccuracy in the neighborhood
of a stagnation point.
The iteration equations .(7), (8), and (9) may be put into
more familiar forms by the introduction of a new set of
independent variabks x and V, where
x=x )
(10)
Thus, for Mm<l, equation (7) is transformed into a Laplaco
equation; whereas equations (8) and (9) are transformed into
Poisson equations with the right-hand sides composed of,
respectively, double products and triple products of prc-ri-
ously determined perturbation quantities. It is further as-
sumed that. the solution of equation (7) is available. This”
initial step in the approximation to the exact nonlinear solu-
tion is usually easily obtained, as it represents the Prandtl-
G1auert .approximation (reference 3, appenclk B). The
purpose of the present report is then to derive explicit ex-
pressions for the particular solutions of the second- and
third-order iteration equations (8) and (9). ““ -
CALCULATION OF THE PARTICULAR INTEGRAL OF THE
SECOND-ORDER ITERATION EQUATION
By introducing the independent variables x and y defined
by equation (10), the second-order iteration equation (8]
becomes
@*+@’#,=2Mm*[(l + cT)@@k+ #?@*m] (11)
where
#+1 f14.2 .,.
2 /g2
p’=l–fila’
and where use has been made of Laplace)s equation
Cj=+ Olin=o
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The procedure for obtaining the pm-ticuhmintegnds of the
higher-order iteration equations is based on the use of the
complex conjugate variables z and F as independent variabIes.
Thus,
E=x+iy
=— “& x—ay
and the equivalence of operatora
ah—.— +~ax az az
$=’(:-79
Then equation (7) for @l becomes
The most general real solution of this equation is
!%=; [W(z)+mml
or
@I=R.P. wI(z)=R. P. 7F@)
(12)
(13)
where m(z) is an arbitrary analytic function of z, Z1(Z) is its
conjugate compIex, and where the symboI R.P. stands for
“real part of.” The imaginary part of w,(z) is a function #*,
say, reIated to @l by means of the Cauchy-Riemann equations
and hence also satisfies Lapkme’s equation. The function
#, does not represent the stream function of the actual com-
pressible flow and doea not appear in the final expressions
of the particuhr iutegrak. The following relations will be
found useful and are easiIy verified:
%=; (wl+mJ
%=: (m.-%)
.
2@@ti= —R. P. (wti-7Zr)wi..
and equation (II) for the second appmfiation % becomes.
@tiz=~ 31.Z R. P. [n.qzwm +(2 + u)7GwJ
[=+ M=* R. P. ~ (wn9,+(2 + u)(%%). 1
If@2isdefied to be the rwd part of a nonanalytic function ,
%(z, 75),then
1
w~~=– ..M.24 [ 1; (%9x+(2+ u) (%’%)z (14)
This equation can be integrated immediately by inspection
and yields the general acdution
[
W2=: 31.2 ; %Z2+(2 + u) mluhS+F(z) 1 (15)
where, because only the real parb @Zof w is of inter=t, only
one arbitrary anaIytic function F(z) need be included. The
function F(z) satisfies Laplace’s equation and is sc chosen
as to satisfy the required boundary conditions at the surface
of the body and at iniinity. The part of the expression on
the right-hand side of equation (15), e~cIuding the arbitrary
function F(z), is the particular ~@wJ of equation (14) ~d _
may be expressed in real form in the foIlowing manner:
Suppose
l’(z)= –; ZUJ,:+(2 + a)wh.+j(z) (16)
where j(z) is aawin an arbitmry a~lytic f~ction of Z- _
Then with the aid of the rdation
where use has been made of the Cauchy-Riemam conditions
@e#*”
@lF= —*lZ
the expression for %, obtained from equation (15), becomes
@2=&.2 [–2u@Ar+2 (2+ u)%%+R. P. f(z)] (17}
The expression on the right-hand side of this equation,
excluding R.P. j(z), namely,
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corresponds precisely to the particuhi.rintegd obtained by Van Dyke (reference 1) for twodimensiomd supersonic flow
with a replaced by —a, where for supersonic flow the definition of u is
7+1 M.*.—
‘– 2 M=2-1 ::
.—
lt is rather noteworthy that the particular integral of the second-order iteration equation (8) can be obtamcd for both sub-
sonic and supersonic flows by simply interchanging the sign of the parameter a.
CALCULATION OF THE PARTICULAR INTEGRAL OF THE !C-kIRD-ORtiER ITERATION EQUATION
In this section, the particdar integral of equation (9) iuvoIving only @*, %, and their derivatives is derived. For this
purpose, the variables z,y and the parameter a are introduced. Equation (9) then takes the following form: .
{ [ 1d?=+@w=2M.a (1 +a)(@@&+@,z%J+ [2p2(l + c)— l]@@@ Im-F(l + u) 2&(l + a)—: a~l?.#I)w2+
~ (ai?2—~)%5t’I#*+%u%u+%& }
(19)
Use is again made of the compIex conjugate variables z and Z as independent variables. Thus,
@z= R. P,w@,Z)
.
@lm@&=—R. P. ; (W1,,—=lU)(WZCWX) _..
.
Then equation (19), with %=R. P. W3(Z,Z), can be written as follows:
.!
l—/32)~2(2+5a+2 a~+(-2+a+2u2)]wti~lrwl,t;(
Introducing the expressions for w(z,Z) and its derivatives with respect to z and Z from equation (15) yields for ml the
foIIowing equation:
1%2=; (1—$q%z(wl$wlis)t+m (1 — &)%(2 + u)(mlM’w@Jlm z) ++(1 –/3’)’u(%FJ*+& O-m[lfm+u)+.
h
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In the derivation of this expression for w.;, free use was made of the fact that insofar as the real part @a of w is con-
cerned, terms of the nature g(z)~(Z) and ~(Z)h(z) are equi~alent. It is important to note that this type of operation leaves .
unaltered the real part @: of w~. Site @s k the quantity sought in the c@culations, changes in the imaginary part of ~
are of no consequence in the til results,
Equation (20) can be integrated immediately by inspection and yields the following resuh: ,-
Equation (21) is the particular integral of equation (20]. The most genersd acdutionis obtained by adding an arbitra~
analytic function G(z), satisfying the homogeneous or Laplace equation &= O. b arbitrary function of Z, customarily in- _
eluded in the general ScJution, need not be considered here because only the real part 03 of m is of intereat. In factl ~h<
omitted arbitrary function is the complex conjugate ??(Z).
In order to obtain the desired form of @%(the real part of WJ from equation (21), ~(z) is replaced by its expression ‘-
given in equation (16), and the real part of ~(z) in equation (17) is replaced by
R. P.j(z)=&2@l+2 U@@lJ-2(2+ u)%%s
—
m
The find form of the particular integral of the third-order iteration equation (9) then becomes
L “1—f3~[(-16- 10u+#)+(16+22a+ 7d)#~@@M2-$# (1 –IS70-[(6 + 5a)+ 3(2+ c)j9~@,@W’– —
J;0–19Y@+u]%%+;(I–&j[u(6 + 5u)+(8+ 10u+3 ~/91@w [(@~z–@U71z+2@@u dy] (22)
The corresponding expression for @s for supem.cmicflow is obtained by simply replacing u by –a with ----
and @ by —r with &= M=a-l. The physical plane variabIes S and
t22j by means of the transformation equations (10),
x=x
y=flY
2? are easd~ inserted into both equations (18) and
It is pointed out that the forms of the two particular integrals, equations (18) and (22), derived in this report are identical
for both subsonic and supersonic flow. The apparent. differences are caused by a change in sign of the parameter ~. Thus,
---—.
B’ and C. are wsitive for both subsonic and supersonic flow. Actually, of course, the functions represented by @l, @a,
@z, . . . are different for the two types of flow. For subsonic flow, these functions are derived from analytic and nonanalytic
functions of z and Z; whereas for supersonic flow, they involve the real “characteristics” variables x~fly. ..—
Note that the last term of the e.qression on the right-hand side of equation (22) contains the indefinite integral
J1=[(!I?h’-@,r7dx+ 2@@u dy] (23)
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It is obvious from the corresponding complex integral in
equation (21) that the integrand of equation (23) is an exact
differential, This fact can also be easily veriiied with the
help of LapIace’s equation
(24)
Equation (24) represents the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that the integrand of equation (23). be an exact dMer-
ential, Further, according to the theory of exact differential
equations, the integral 1 may be expressed as foLlows:
‘=rMd’+NN-$/rMd’)d’’25)
where
M=@ti*-@M*
J
z
and where by M dz is meant the result of integrating
M dx with y considered constant. The expression within
the parentheses, namely
sN+- ‘M dx
is a function of y only.’ This statement can be verified aa
follows:. Thus,
and because y is cohidered constant in the process of inte-
grating Mdx, it is clear that
a
G J‘A$dx=M
W Ml
Hence the right-hand side of equation (26) is -tix-W
which vanishes because of the condition for the existence of
an exact differential.
Note that in general it is simpler to perform the con~pIex
integration swl,2dz rather than transform to a real integral
and then perform the integration.
LANGLEY AERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., May 29, 1960.
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